This study presents the DFSS optimization for the dynamic responses of a paper feeding mechanism. The flexible paper is idealized as a series of rigid bars connected by revolute joints and rotational spring dampers. In this mechanism, a paper is fed by a contact and friction mechanism on rollers or guides. The design objective is to minimize the slip amounts between paper and mechanisms and satisfy the 6-sigma constraint for the nip forces of rollers. In order to avoid the difficulty of design sensitivity analysis and overcome the numerical noise, a meta-model based optimization is employed. In this approach, first, the space filling methods and the classical DOE methods are used to generate sampling points. Second, the meta-models are constructed from the Kriging, RBF and RSM methods. Finally, a well-developed numerical optimizer sequentially solves the approximate optimization problem. In the numerical test, the DFSS for the paper feeding mechanism problem, having 8-random design variables, is solved in only 23 analyses.
Introduction
Recently the media transport systems, such as printers, copiers, fax, ATMs, cameras, film develop machines, etc., have been widely used and being developed rapidly. In this field, it is an important key technology to determine kinematic mechanisms of parts dimensions, and materials, etc for the media machine developers. To shorten the develop time, reduce the cost, and improve the machine performance, most of early works has done to develop the computer simulation for analyzing the paper feeding and separation process. Among them, RecurDyn/MTT2D and RecurDyn/MTT3D are widely used in these areas.
Although the analysis process has well developed in the media transport systems, however, its' design optimization is very difficulty because the analytical design sensitivity process is very difficulty in the multi-body dynamics (1) (2) (3) . What is worse, a lower-pass filter are frequently used to signify the dynamic responses. In this case, analytical approach for design sensitivity is impossible.
This study introduces a meta-model based design optimization for dynamic response optimization, which can avoid the design sensitivity analysis and overcome the numerical noise. Especially, Design For Six Sigma (DFSS) and robust optimization is easily implemented by using the gradient information of meta-models. Section 2 reviews the early works for modeling the flexible paper and analyzing the media transport systems. Section 3 presents the proposed optimization strategy. Section 4 explains the DFSS optimization of a paper feeding mechanism. Finally, section 5 presents the conclusion of this study.
Review of paper modeling
Since a thin plate model with an orthotropic material property suggested to model a paper behavior (4) , many numerical techniques have tried to analysis contact normal and frictional forces between paper and guide with respect to paper velocity and attack angle. Among them, beam elements are widely used to represent a flexible paper (5) (6) . A separation mechanism of paper while developing numerical analysis models for a copy machine has been investigated (7) (8) . The local static mechanics of electrometric nip system for media transport system has been introduced. The nonlinear finite element method and experimental measurement techniques are used to investigate the large deformable rollers. Several unique phenomena, such as skewing sheet, etc., of nip feeding system are well described (9) . The stiffness of a coated paper has been computed (10) . The computer modeling techniques is introduced for the design and analysis of film feeding mechanisms. The primitive dynamic analysis of two-dimensional film-feeding models is presented by using commercial computer program (11) . Computational modeling techniques and a computer simulation tools for two-and three-dimensional film feeding mechanisms have been developed (12) (13) . The modeling techniques such as a mathematical representation of a flexible paper, guide and rollers and contact algorithm have been implemented on a commercial dynamics analysis program of RecurDyn/MTT2D and RecurDyn/MTT3D. An experimental way is investigated to estimate a slip between paper and roller in a simple paper feeding mechanism while validating the results of experiment and simulation. RecurDyn/MTT2D have been used to simulate (14) .
Meta-model based optimization

Simultaneous Kriging Model
Meta-Models such as RSM, Kriging and Radial Basis Function (RBF) are increasingly used to approximate expensive responses in engineering fields. RSM was introduced in the classical DOE, which used a polynomial type regression model. Hence, it required the rotatable characteristics for sampling points such as CCD and SCD. However, Kriging (15) and radial basis function (16) are Bayesian models. Hence, they used a space filled sampling points such as Latin hypercube or descriptive designs (17) .
Kriging models can be defined as a combination of a regression model plus a departure term:
where y is the approximate model, Xβ is a polynomial type regression model, and 
where R is the correlation matrix and ( ) 
where l θ are the unknown correlation parameters to fit model. The estimates, ( ) 
The correlation vector between x and the sampled points { } 1 2 , ,..., s n x x x is given by: (5) In the estimates, the unknown coefficients of regression model is determined as
Also, in order to determine the unknown correlation parameters l θ , the estimate of the variance 2 σ (not the variance in the observed data) is introduced. Hence, the correction parameters l θ is determined by solving
While any values for θ create an interpolation model, the best kriging model is found by solving the k-dimensional unconstrained optimization problems described in the above. From the viewpoint of numerical optimization, equation (7) can be non-smooth because the correlation matrix ( ) R θ is frequently singular during optimization process. Hence, some special techniques are required to avoid the singular phenomena and non-linearity of it. Hence, we use a singular value decomposition (SVD) and normalization and scaling techniques. Also, multi-objective formulation is introduced in equation (7) to solve the multiple kriging models simultaneously. This approach uses only one correlation matrix ( ) R θ even for multiple kriging models (17) .
DFSS and robust optimization formulation
Lets' consider the general optimization formulation. Fundamentally, all the functions are composed of meta-models.
σ ± ∈ Ω x (11) where ( ), 0,1,..., (9) In order to represent our preference function, let's consider following two objectives. (10) There are many preference functions in multi-objective optimization strategy. Among them, we uses following two types.
( ) ( ) ( ) (11) ( ) ( ) ( ) (12) where, the values of i w are the user defined weighting coefficients and the relaxation factors η and ν are automatically determined. Also, the ideal solution G i f is internally determined.
Numerical optimization process
The approximate optimization problems, based on meta-modes, are sequentially solved with augmented Lagrange multiplier method (3) . In order to avoid the convergence difficulty for the insufficient sampling points, the initial design is selected from the best points in the given DOE and move limit is automatically adjusted. Also, the polynomial types are automatically switched to the degree of convergence of optimization process.
In the first iteration, the sequential approximate optimization (SAO) process requires the sampling points. We provide a discrete Latin hypercube design, incomplete small composite design-I (1) , incomplete small composite design-II, generalized small composite design and other classical DOE methods such as CCD and BBD etc. (17) .
In the subsequent iteration of SAO, a new optimal design is given. Next, exact analysis is done for this point. Then, this new information is added to the design database. Hence, meta-model is newly developed and repeat these processes until the convergence criterion is satisfied for their tolerance values. Figure 1 shows a simple model of a paper feeding mechanism in the Recurdyn/MTT2D, which includes a printing part, feeding part and output part. In the mechanism, the upper part roller feeds the paper to the lower part roller. When the end part of feeding paper passes the sensor, the lower part roller rotates in the reverse direction. Then, the paper is feed to the upper part roller. During this reverse feeding process, the printing part is operated. The printing quality is fully depends on the slip of the feeding paper. Larger nip force can reduce the slip amount but manufacturing cost is increased. Hence, the slip amounts should be minimize within the allowable nip force limitation. The flexible paper is composed of rigid bars, revolute joints and rotational springs and dampers. Thus, the dynamic responses have numerical noise due to non-smoothness between bars. Hence, we use a lower-pass filter is needed to signify them. Figure 2 shows the 8 random design variables. The 1 st through 3 rd design variables are Nip spring stiffness, damping coefficient and the initial pre-load in the lower part roller pair. The 4 th through 6 th design variables are the same characteristics in the upper roller pair. Also, in order to control the feeding direction in the lower part roller pair, the installation position and angles of moving roller are selected as the 7 th and 8 th design variables. The lower and upper limits on the design variables are listed in Table 1 
DFSS of the paper feeding system
System Analysis
Random design variable selection
Design formulation
Now, in order to enhance the printed quality of printer, the slip between the lower part roller pairs and the feeding paper should be minimized. Also, the nip force should be less than 0.025(N) within 6-sigma variance. Hence, the performance indexes are selected as the slip amounts and nip force during the reverse rotation of the lower part roller system. In the practical implementation, RecurDyn/AutoDesign (17) uses a lower-pass filter to remove the numerical noise.
Optimization results
From the viewpoint of meta-modeling constructions, the 8 design variable problem is quite large design. Hence, a discrete Latin-hypercube design is employed for the initial sampling in RecurDyn/AutoDesign. First, the 16 sampling points are selected in the design range given in Table 1 and the current design is added. Hence, total 17 sampling points is used. The performance index for the 17 sampling points are listed in Table 2 . It is noted that the nip force values do not include 6-sigma values. Nevertheless, most of trials is greater than 0.025 (N). In this study, simultaneous Kriging models combined with pure quadratic polynomials are employed for meta-models. RecurDyn/AutoDesign requires 6 iterations. The iteration summary is listed in Table 3 . The final design successfully satisfies the nip force constraints and reduces the slip amounts. The convergence criteria are selected as the relative change of objectives between consecutive iterations and the maximum violation of constraints. Their convergence tolerances are selected as 0.01, respectively. RedurDyn/AutoDesign provides the approximate value of standard deviation for the performance index. Then, the DFSS constraint violation is checked as
The approximate standard deviation for nip force is given as 0.0008362. Thus, the violation values is evaluated as 0.02019-6*0.0008362, which is less than the limit within its' convergence tolerance. Figure 3 shows the convergence history of SAO.
Figure 3 Convergence history of SAO
Also, in order to validate the DFSS results, we check the constraint violation by using the sampled variance. To do this, 10 points are sampled from a latin-hypercube method in the neighborhood of the final design. The sampled range is random variable deviation. The sampled standard deviation is evaluated from the final design and additional 10 values. The sample standard deviation is obtained as 0.00050226. This is less than the approximate standard deviation. It represents that the proposed design satisfies the 6-sigma constraints by using only 23 evaluations. For the initial and final designs, the nip forces are shown in Fig. 4 and 5 . The final design is much less than the initial. These comparisons show the role of a lower-pass filter. Figure 6 shows the additional 10 analysis results for DFSS validation.
Finally, the final design values are (8.00E-4, 1.19E-4, 1.59E-4, 1.24E-3, 6.00E-5, 8.00E-2, 1.0, 2.165). Also, the initial design values are (1.00E-3, 1.00E-4, 5.00E-2, 1.00E-3, 1.00E-4, 5.00E-2, 0.0, 0.0). In this comparison, it is noted that the installation position and angles are changed. 
Concluding remarks
This study introduces the meta-model based design strategy for dynamic response optimization. This can avoid the difficulty of design sensitivity analysis, especially when a lower-pass filter is employed. Also, it shows that DFSS can be easily implemented by using the approximate variance from meta-model. In the numerical test, it successfully solved for 6-sigma design of the paper feeding mechanism only for 23 analyses including the initial samplings. Finally, the DFSS optimization results are validated by the sampled variance.
